
*************************************************************************** 

[NEW_RELEASE] System Software Dragonfly M9 16.2.5890 Release Notes 

*************************************************************************** 

Required minimum version: Jelly M1 2187 

 

NEW FUNCTIONALITY: 

 

Radius 

------ 

* Radius deadtime. This attribute was only useful when more than one radius             

server was configured. For this reason, it has been removed from AA Setup             

web. 

* Radius lease TO. This attribute is no longer used by radius daemon, so it               

has been removed from AA Setup web. 

* Radius related log messages are now more readable and explanatory. 

* Reject cache timeout (AAA reject timeout) now takes radius session timeout            

parameter instead of radius lease TO. 

* Radius effective session timeout is more accurately computed. This means           

that radius re-authentications take place closer to the actual session          

timeout. 

 

Multicast and broadcast services 

-------------------------------- 

* Removed multicast and broadcast services support. 

 

CORRECTED BUGS: 

* If network provision mode was bridged or bridged VLAN and provision type             

was radius, the data interface wethX was not configured. 
* In some scenarios, radius daemon tried to authenticate users which were no             

longer present. 

* Flows web now shows radius information correctly. 

* Provision merge functionality was buggy and might cause crashes depending           

on what were the configurations to be merged. 

* When default provision file nodes were created (i.e. after clearing the            

database), “permit self signed” attribute was not correctly initialized and          

led to an invalid AA file. 

* When loading provision database from XML file, users with invalid or not             

existing templates were partially inserted into database. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

*************************************************************************** 

[NEW_RELEASE] System Software Dragonfly M8 16.2.5869 Release Notes 

*************************************************************************** 

Required minimum version: Jelly M1 2187 

 

NEW FUNCTIONALITY: 

N/A 

 

CORRECTED BUGS: 

* When a port redirection was defined, the configuration file was not saved             

and was erased completely. 

* CPE web was not showing correct information when an invalid firmware binary             

file was uploaded. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

*************************************************************************** 

[NEW_RELEASE] System Software Dragonfly M7 16.2.5850 Release Notes 

*************************************************************************** 

Required minimum version: Jelly M1 2187 

 

NEW FUNCTIONALITY: 

 

Loop protect 

------------ 

* This feature is useful to prevent ethernet layer 2 loops by sending loop              

protect protocol packets on an interface and shutting it down in case packets             

are received back from any of the device interfaces.  

* The functionality can be set from the CPE web, in the LAN configuration              

page if it is in bridge mode. Additionally, it could be enabled in the Local               

AA BS web page. 

 

Firewall 

-------- 

* Nfconntrack values are now set with Linux default configuration. Also           

nfconntrack “TCP Timeout established” parameter is now settable by web and           

mac_ctrl. 

* Source masquerade firewall option functionality added. This feature         

modifies for each packet its original source IP to the CPE LAN IP. Useful for               

devices behind the CPE whose gateway is not configured, allowing them to            

connect outside at the desired port. 

 

Remote Commands 

--------------- 

* High sensitivity functionality is now available as a remote command. 

 

Classifier optimization 

----------------------- 

* When CSL type "CS IPv4 over VLAN" is selected, classifiers matching            

criteria now check the packets although they are not VLAN tagged. 

 

SNMP 

---- 

* UL measure values were only accessible by SNMP using usersTable table only             

available for BS. Now albProducts.albWiMAXStation.albWSSStatus table      

includes Uplink measure values (RSSI, CINR and Modulation). Very useful for           

monitoring CPE devices via SNMP without previously knowing their CIDs,          

allowing directly their managing from the CPEs. 



 

CORRECTED BUGS: 

* The device was no longer accessible via web if UPnP was enabled and CPE               

network mode was changed from "Routed NAT (Dynamic)" to "Routed NAT (PPPoE)". 

* DL RSSI and DL CINR values at usersTable SNMP table are corrected. 
* For an unlinked CPE, “Status & Alarms” CPE classic web page showed the              

latest UL values although it is unlinked. Now this measures appear as “N/A”             

values when the link is down. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

*************************************************************************** 

[NEW_RELEASE] System Software Dragonfly M6 16.2.5789 Release Notes 

*************************************************************************** 

Required minimum version: Jelly M1 2187 

 

NEW FUNCTIONALITY: 

 

nf_conntrack 

------------ 

* nf_conntrack is now configured to avoid iptables crashing when multiple           

devices are connected to LAN side and high traffic rates are transmitted. 

 

UPnP 

---- 

* Default configuration file updated for CPE150. Now UPnP is enabled by            

default. 

* Added new remote command which allows to enable or disable UPnP in the CPE. 

 

ARQ optimizations 

----------------- 

* Now ARQ can fragment packet in any position, thus removing the need to do               

so in a block size boundary. This has proved to be very helpful to reduce               

latency with small UL allocations. 

 

DHCP Server: Forced Gateway 

---------------------------- 

* Forced Gateway (DHCP options 3) for DHCP server. If this option is not              

used, the gateway is set by default to the device IP. An external gateway              

could be configured adding this option so it is useful if the network gateway              

does not correspond with the device IP. 

 

REST API 

-------- 

* LAN Side Host table is now available via REST API in JSON format. The URL                

is /gui/cell.cgi/rest/lansidehosts/get_hosts. 
* Administrative information is now available via REST API in JSON format.            

The URL is /gui/admin.cgi/rest/getinfo. 
* Set time URL has been modified and now is /gui/admin.cgi/rest/settime. 
 

 

 

 



 

Web 

--- 

* Approx BS distance value (only for CPEs and Link slaves) modified in the              

classic web as the CPE's simplified web. In this way, only <30, <60, <90 and               

>=90 Km values are selectable and shown. 

 

 

CORRECTED BUGS: 

* The Rx calibration interpolation was incorrect and yielded to some strange            

situations in the >5800MHz frequencies. Specially spectrum analysis with 0 or           

infinite value bars and RSSI readings of -200dBm and so on. 

* Bug fixed in DMZ. If DMZ was already enabled and its IP address was               

modified, the process failed. 

* DHCP option 82 injection fixed. Now it always inserts an option 255 to              

signal the end of the options. It seems that some servers (in particular             

CISCO DHCP Relays) drop packets without the 255 DHCP option at the end. 

* Improved robustness in the ULMAP parse method. Now invalid UIUCs, startimes            

and lengths are ignored. This seems might be the cause for a bug in which the                

CPE stays connected to a BS when its CID is 1 and it does not receive the                 

RNG-ABORT or REMOTE-DREG messages. 

* LAN Side Hosts utility now also trackers packets with PPPoE and PPPoE over              

VLAN. 

* Ethernet phy information (like link status, speed or autonegotiation) was           

not correctly shown in the web and mac_ctrl for some hardware revisions. 

* Bug fixed in local network provisioning mode. The BS did not translate             

between public and hidden IPs and traffic did not work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

*************************************************************************** 

[NEW_RELEASE] System Software Dragonfly M5 16.2.5674 Release Notes 

*************************************************************************** 

Required minimum version: Jelly M1 2187 

 

NEW FUNCTIONALITY: 

 

Miscellaneous 

------------- 

* “Net safe mode” remote command also configures the default gateway to            

10.11.12.1. 

* Now the PPPoE login and password fields have an increased size for easiness              

of configuration. 

 

 

CORRECTED BUGS: 

* After connecting 1024 CPEs to que BS, the following CPEs did not finished              

the cell entering process correctly (ie. services were not created). 

* Now the “Set BSID” remote command is no longer evil. When the command was               

sent and the CPE already had the BSID configured, the CPE did not connect              

again due to the MAC was stopped but not started back. 

* If DMZ was active along with PPPOE, MSS clamping was not enabled. 

* Classifier counters now are correctly displayed and negative numbers are           

avoided. 

* Improved remote commands error handling when a MAC stop was needed. 

* Fixed tooltip related to noise reducer in "Radio Setup" CPE classic web. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

*************************************************************************** 

[NEW_RELEASE] System Software Dragonfly M4 16.2.5627 Release Notes 

*************************************************************************** 

Required minimum version: Jelly M1 2187 

 

NEW FUNCTIONALITY: 

 

New Remote Commands 

------------------- 

* Lock Device to avoid factory restores. 

* Lock CPE to BS region: Locks connected CPEs to the same regulatory             

frequency region for which the BS is locked. 

* Add Primary BSID: The CPEs add the BS BSID to which they are synced as                

primary BSID. 

* Auto CP: Configures CPEs’ CP size in auto mode. 

* Factory Restore: Allows to factory restore CPEs without resetting root user            

password. A warning message is shown to make sure the user is aware that some               

CPEs might be unreachable after. 

* Disable DMZ. 

* Safe Network Mode: Sets a well known network configuration in the CPEs             

which allows to restore the accessibility to CPEs if some parameters are not             

properly set. 

* CPEs have remote commands functionality enabled by default. 

 

LAN Side Hosts 

-------------- 

* This feature allows the CPE to show connected hosts’ IP and MAC addresses.              

This is useful to know the L2 and L3 network behind a CPE. 

* To enable or disable the functionality go to CPE’s classic web, Cell Setup              

and Lan Side Hosts, or to simplified web, LAN and Lan Side Hosts. 

* This functionality is disabled by default. 

 

Flow Classifier Stats 

--------------------- 

* Flow classifiers show statistics about packets and bytes transmitted that           

are filtered or discarded by the classifier. 

* There is a reset button for every classifier to reset these statistics. 

* This information is available in BS/CPE classic web. It is shown in User              

Information (BS) and Link Status (CPE) web pages. 

 

 

 



 

Bulk Configuration REST API 

--------------------------- 

* Included download and upload bulk configuration functions in the REST API.            

This makes possible to use commands like curl or wget to access and submit              

this configuration. 

* The corresponding resource is /cpe/cpe_device.cgi/rest/bulk_config. 

 

Miscellaneous 

------------- 

* CPEs have SMC enabled by default after a factory restore. 

* Health Monitor web interface text and names have been redefined for a             

better understanding. 

* LEDs configuration has been removed from classic web in the CPE. 

* Noise reducer options have been renamed to On (Low Distortion) and Off             

(High Sensitivity), with a message explaining their meaning. 

* Bridge flood forward mode is set to "Flood To All" by default for CPEs. 

* Web server is compatible with HTTP 1.1 requests. 

* CPEs start in auto detect CP mode. This is true, even if in a previous                

version of firmware they were configured to a fixed CP size. Now in the              

simplified web the option to change the CP size is only shown if set to               

forced. 

 

 

CORRECTED BUGS: 

* Added default configuration file for ARBA PRO products. 

* After a factory restore some files were not being deleted. 

* Addclient change IP request to a device could make other unrequested            

devices to process the message and change their IP if they have their             

interface in promiscuous mode. 

* Passwords with a '@' character in auto update functionality were not            

processed properly. 

* OTA updates were starting right after the CPE was connected to BS, instead              

of waiting for the configured time. 

* Health Monitor did not work properly with default gateway pings. They were             

always considered successful. 

* Fixed a race condition which affected to radio calibration data. 

* Web links to BS/CPE were always sent to port 80. Now both webs are               

accessible even if http port is changed. 

* Flows could not be deleted from user’s flows page, neither in BS nor CPE               

webs. 

* Fix in the AMP protocol (used by AMS software) when getting L1 interface              

list. It yielded to an error when there were configured VLANs. 



* When DMZ and PPPOE were enabled, there was packet dropping sometimes. 

*************************************************************************** 

[NEW_RELEASE] System Software Dragonfly M3 16.2.5429 Release Notes 

*************************************************************************** 

Required minimum version: Jelly M1 2187 

 

NEW FUNCTIONALITY: 

 

Frequency Regulatory Aspects 

---------------------------- 

* Equipments now allow to select the location where they operate. The            

location will determine frequency ranges allowed compliant with regulations.         

Additionally, DFS procedure is enabled if required. 

* Once the location has been fixed, it is only possible to change it by a                

factory restore. 

 

Agent Injection Fields 

---------------------- 

* PPPoE Agent Injection. BS can inject into PPPoE PADR packets attributes            

such as Agent-Remote-Id with CPE MAC address and Agent-Circuit-Id with BS MAC            

address. 

* DHCP Option 82 Injection. BS can inject into DHCP packets attributes such             

as Agent-Remote-Id with CPE MAC address and Agent-Circuit-Id with BS MAC           

address. 

* DHCP Option 82 and PPPoE PADR Agent Injection are selectable by provision. 

* PPPoE Agent Injection also supported for both over VLAN and untagged            

traffic. 

 

Health Monitor 

-------------- 

* This functionality implements three different monitors: 

* Ping monitor: This monitor allows to ping to different IPs and checks if              

the action was successful. 

* Syslog monitor: This monitor looks for specific patterns within log           

files. 

* Kernel_log monitor: This monitor looks for specific patterns within          

kernel_log files. 

* For each monitor, different actions may be defined to be monitored.            

Depending on the action result (success/error), a task is executed: none,           

reboot system, gather information or print log traces. In case reboot or            

gather information are selected an information file is created and it is            

available to download. 

 



 

 

UPnP 

---- 

* Implementation of UPnP port forwarding services for CPEs. This          

functionality may be activated via simplified web. CPE now listens port           

forwarding petitions, under UPnP protocol, through its wired interface. If          

successful, it creates rules to match external IPs and ports with internal            

ports and redirect TCP/UDP traffic. 

* The CPE behaves like a UPnP server, receiving UPnP client requests. Rules             

are created based on client requests. 

* Only available for Routed or Routed NAT networking modes. 

* Possibility to configure UPnP server interface, start and stop via           

mac_ctrl. 

 

AFS 

--- 

* First fit AFS mode deprecated. Equipments with first fit mode configured            

will fall back to best fit AFS mode, supported for old configuration files. 

* Suggested frequency support: Now in best fit mode the CPE may suggest to              

sync to a specific frequency. Initially, it tries to sync with that frequency             

during 60s before starting an AFS scan. 

* Limit of 5 frequency channels in the CPE WAN and classic Radio pages,              

removed. Now for each AFS scan, it shows all channels for which a BS signal               

was found. 

* Remote command now configures the AFS best fit with 5MHz step. 

 

Primary/Secondary BSID 

---------------------- 

* A CPE is able to define primary and secondary BSIDs. The CPE will try to                

connect, in the first place, to the primary BSIDs. If none is available, it              

will try to connect with any secondary BSID. In case of success, the CPE              

waits a configurable time period to re-scan for primary BSIDs again. 

 

Bridge 

------ 

* Unicast to unknown destination MAC address can be controlled. Two modes            

have been implemented: flood to all interfaces and flood to wired interfaces.            

By default bridges created flood only to wired interfaces. 

* Flood to all: unicast traffic with unknown destination MAC address is            

flooded to all interfaces, both wireless and wired. 

* Flood to wired: unicast traffic with unknown destination MAC address is            

flooded only into wired interfaces. 



* Bridge ageing time can be now configured. 

 

 

Spectrum Analyzer (SA) 

---------------------- 

* Upon SA measurement completion, the SA compares, sorts and scores all            

frequency channels. Hence, the SA suggests best available channels. Channel          

ordering is based on time-series analysis, using target RSSI (in BS mode) as             

a reference level to include or ignore time samples. Samples in the            

interesting range (target -30 dB) are integrated and used for channel           

comparison. In addition, peak and over samples (samples over RSSI and over            

RSSI+6dB) are used to better discard channels. 

* Web run SA and remote command SA, use the suggested frequency            

functionality from AFS to sync back to the previously BS if the CPE was              

running and synced. 

* Visual style improvements in the Spectrum Analyzer (SA) chart. 

 

Radius Improvements 

------------------- 

* Radius supports IP address or FQDNs (Fully Qualified Domain Names) as            

server. 

* The Radius client now includes, in authorization and accounting messages,           

the attribute Called-Station-Id filled with the BS hostname and         

NAS-IP-Address with BS IP address. 

 

Device Locking 

-------------- 

* A device may now be locked. Locking a device prevents it to be factory               

restored. If a factory restore is required, the device must be unlocked. 

* Available at classic web within System Tools section. 

* Basic support in the mac_ctrl for device locking. 

 

Miscellaneous 

------------- 

* Improvement of the overall system performance, specially in web management           

(Signal Stats, Traffic Stats pages). Improved communication between user and          

kernel spaces. 

* Network Setup page now allows to remove the interface IP address by setting              

the IP to 0.0.0.0 and mask to 0. 

* Default maximum rate for SMC (Management Interface) increased from 512 to            

2048 Kbps. 

* Ethernet rx errors are now logged into the main log. 



* Main Interface Link (ethernet) in the classic and simplified web advertise            

message errors in case of error of rx packet. This is useful to detect cable               

mismatches, PoE or connector issues.  

* Removed some useless kernel log traces. 

* Signal Stats page, in a BS, now allows to show information about data and               

management IP addresses for each CPE. 

* Visual improvements in Network Setup web page. Now it shows physical            

interface counters. Additionally, there are no longer tables borderless.  

* Further style improvements in classic web, including centering and maximum           

screen width (1400px). 

* Style improvements for Status and Alarms page. 

* Mediacheck process is no longer available. 

* Remote provision functionality has been removed (proprietary Albentia         

protocol). 

* Support for TTL 64 in multicast packets in remote syslogd servers. 

* XML Library updated to the newest release. 

* Security improvements in some web pages. 

 

 

CORRECTED BUGS: 

* When starting up the system without any system user, the recovery password             

functionality did not work. 

* PPPoE users cannot have white spaces since it caused the PPPoE connection             

to fail. White spaces are removed automatically. 

* When the CPE is at bridged mode with SMC active, upon successful BS              

authentication, the SMC interface fails to be activated. This bug has been            

solved. 

* Fixed bug in which users would stall in initial ranging state, preventing             

the user to finish the cell entry process. 

* If a local disconnect from a CPE was requested but the message to the BS                

was lost, the CPE kept waiting the reply forever and would never disconnect.             

A timer has been implemented, so that the action is performed even without a              

response from the BS. 

* Radio now commutes from tx to rx mode using current frame division value              

instead of the actual frame downlink usage. 

* AGC issue: AGC stalled at inconsistent state leading to low downlink CINR             

values and good downlink RSSI values. Now the CPE detects this situation and             

forces an AGC algorithm reset. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

*************************************************************************** 

[NEW_RELEASE] System Software Dragonfly M2 16.2.5115 Release Notes 

*************************************************************************** 

Required minimum version: Jelly M1 2187 

 

CORRECTED BUGS: 

* Configuration file was loaded regardless of the device was or not in the              

production platform. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

*************************************************************************** 

[NEW_RELEASE] System Software Dragonfly M1 16.2.5082 Release Notes 

*************************************************************************** 

Required minimum version: Jelly M1 2187 

 

NEW FUNCTIONALITY: 

 

PPPoE 

----- 

* The way that Kernel processes the received packets has been modified. It             

boosts the performance in the CPE when PPPoE networking mode is used.            

Previously, the maximum bandwidth was 20-22 Mbps with PPPoE. Now, the CPE can             

move up to 28-29 Mbps with PPPoE. 

* The user can define classifiers in PPPoE over VLAN mode. 

* Even though the "persist" option was being used, the pppd server was             

exiting after 10 retries (about 10m55s after the first attempt). The number            

of retries is controlled by another option called “maxfail”. Setting this           

option to 0 causes the pppd to never fail. 

 

Bulk configuration 

------------------ 

* The user can download the current CPE configuration which includes the            

config.xml file and the system users and passwords. 

* In the same way, the user can upload a previous downloaded bulk             

configuration file. 

* This functionality allows the operator to “clone” the CPE configuration. 

* This utility is available in the CPE simplified web. 

 

Log improvements 

---------------- 

* Added new option to Log Options which allows to choose if HFH log messages               

must be shown in the CPEs. 

* Added new option to Log Options which allows to choose if a log message               

must be shown when the CPE updates its local time from the one sent by the                

BS. If this option is disabled, the system will print a log message only if               

no time synchronization log messages have been written for more than 24            

hours. 

* Improvements in the RADIUS traces. 

 



Miscellaneous 

------------- 

* The device leaves a boot trace at boot time with information about firmware              

version, product identification and hw address. 

* The bridge forwarding table resolves the port number to the named            

interface. 

* Antenna information table is hidden in simplified CPE web while a firmware             

update is running. 

* Refactor of the CPE Device page, now it appears more organized. 

* The User Information (flows.cgi) page accepts hw_addr as the search           

parameter (Basic CID still supported). 

* In the Basic Service Stats page a link to the User Information page has               

been added for each user. 

 

 

CORRECTED BUGS: 

* DMZ, port redirection and port forwarding configuration did not work in            

simplified CPE web. 

* Network Setup web. Pools functionality related variables were not          

initialized and that caused the web server death in the CPEs. Additionally,            

pools tab is only shown for BS products. 

* POST input data was double freed and that caused the web server death in               

some scenarios. 

* Small leak fixed in CPE initial ranging code. 

* The CPE did not restart its radio after running a spectrum analysis. 

* Fixed some incorrect translations in CPE simplified web. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

*************************************************************************** 

[NEW_RELEASE] System Software Dragonfly 16.2.5030 Release Notes 

*************************************************************************** 

Required minimum version: Jelly M1 2187 

 

NEW FUNCTIONALITY: 

 

BS authentication 

----------------- 

* When a CPE connects to a BS, it sends to it a message indicating its                

intention to authenticate the BS. When received, the BS will encrypt a            

previously agreed message with a private key. It is sent to the CPE. The CPE               

will decrypt the message, and if the clear message matches the agreed            

challenge, the BS can be granted as authenticated. A disconnection is           

performed otherwise. 

* BS and CPE key pair can be generated by the BS in Cell Setup web. CPE key                  

can be uploaded to the device in Cell Setup web as well. 

 

Remote boot support 

------------------- 

* Devices can be booted remotely from their bootloader via TFTP server. When             

the device starts booting, the bootloader opens a short window in which it             

tries to get a recovery image from a specified TFTP server. On success, the              

device will load the recovery image and boot. Otherwise, the device will load             

the software which is stored in its flash memory. 

* This functionality avoids devices to be bricked (for example, due to the             

software update has been interrupted). 

 

Remote Network Provision support 

-------------------------------- 

* A pool of IPs can be selected for each user, template or group in their                

provision configuration. The pool can be defined in Network Setup web. This            

functionality is an alternative to the classic DHCP model. 

 

Post boot script support 

------------------------ 



* The user can save a script under /config/scripts/post_boot.sh and the           

system will run it after booting. It is safe in case the script does not               

return control as it is run in background. 

 

 

 

 

Default configuration files upgrades 

------------------------------------ 

* The Access CPE default configuration scans the entire spectrum in 5MHz            

steps. 

* New default file for the Access BS. The new target RSSI is -65dBm and the                

max distance 8km. 

 

MAC address filtering 

--------------------- 

* CPE allows to define a list of MAC addresses, which, when connected to the               

CPE through the LAN interface, cannot access to the CPE web neither navigate             

the Internet. 

 

PPPoE improvements 

------------------ 

* PPPoE daemon is correctly stopped when it is required to do. 

* LCP interval reduced from 10s to 6s and LCP retries from 10s to 4s. 

 

Frame division improvements 

--------------------------- 

* Frame division now can take less restrictive values which are computed            

depending on the cyclic prefix, channel BW and the frame duration. 

* New paradigm for the Dynamic Frame Division: now the BS takes into account              

the needed symbols in DL and UL (per sector if more than one) and allocates a                

frame division that tries to provide free room for both DL and UL if              

possible. This will allow better performance of TBIM and reduced latency in            

some scenarios. 

 

New bandwidths 

-------------- 

* Added new bandwidths of 0.875MHz, 1.25MHz, 2.5MHz and 5MHz. 

 

Daemon Watchdog 

--------------- 



* Added new daemon which checks if other daemons are alive. If not, the              

watchdog will restart them. For the moment, the watchdog monitors the           

following daemons: lighttpd (web server), dropbear (ssh) and pppd (PPPoE). 

 

AGC improvements 

---------------- 

* Now the CPE AGC is reset when the BS is not detected after a HFH. It may                  

occur if the difference of RSSI level between the two frequencies is up to              

40dB. 

HFH improvements 

---------------- 

* Rollback support. Now, after a selective HFH, the CPE tries to listen to              

the BS and if it fails to do so, it rolls back the HFH, going to the previous                  

frequency. 

* Improved HFH log messages. 

 

Improved AFS lists 

------------------ 

* Now the scan list information is updated in real time with new stats for               

the current channel. 

* If a HFH is received the scan list information is not reset. 

* If a HFH is received to a frequency not in the list, the new frequency is                 

added. 

 

Provision bridged VLAN improvements 

----------------------------------- 

* Support for up to 8 VLANs. 

* Support for mixed bridged VLAN Mode: now one of the VLANs can be set to                

untagged. 

 

Signal Cycle Probing 

-------------------- 

* If the CPE is connected to an unified zone BS and a signal cycle is                

running, the CPE samples the DL channel more frequently and sends rep-rsp            

messages without request. It improves the reliability of the signal cycle           

stats. 

* Now the rep-rsp message also includes the DL interference level value. 

 

WANoVLAN 

-------- 

* Initial and basic implementation of the WANoVLAN functionality for the CPE:            

now the PPPoE or the Routed WAN interface can be configured over a tagged              

VLAN at the CPE side. 



 

Multicast and broadcast support for single sectorial devices 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

* Full support for multicast and broadcast services in single sectorial           

devices. 

 

 

 

 

 

IGMP Channel Changer 

-------------------- 

* This functionality allows to configure the CPE to understand IGMP packets            

transmitted by a set-top box. Multiple multicast groups can be associated to            

a specific channel frequency. 

 

Miscellaneous 

------------- 

* DHCP server now allows to define network submasks bigger or equal than the              

device network submask. 

* Some IP and networking field presentation fixed in the classic web            

interface (Network Setup and Network Tools pages). 

* Albentia Device Discover daemon now allows to reboot the devices. 

* Target RSSI configuration is now configured in dBm. 

* Allowed BSIDs information are now shown in CPE web. 

* CPE Home web now shows the traffic rate for weth0 interface and its VLANs. 

* Number of active users using every template is now displayed in local_aa             

web. Additionally, 'Enable' state cell in local_aa is no longer displayed for            

templates. 

* “User already in AA list" log trace is only shown if "Detailed User Info               

Entry" log option is enabled. 

* Antenna information table added to CPE web. 

* Secondary RADIUS server can no longer be configured in AAA Setup web. 

* If provision mode is RADIUS and the template of the user changes, the BS               

will disconnect the user when the session timeout expires. 

* The noise reducer (HIGH IP3) option is configurable in the CPE for both              

simplified and classic webs. 

* Maximum rate per flow increased to 35Mbps instead of 34Mbps (95% frame             

division allows this rate). 

* Interference integration time reduced to 100 frames (from 200). 

* Now the BS Name, if available via extended protocol, is shown in the CPE               

Home page. Additionally, the BS Location is shown in the CPE Home page. 



* dnsmasq package updated to the latest available version (2.78) from version            

2.66. 

 

 

CORRECTED BUGS: 

* Web memory leak. In some circumstances, the web server did not free the              

memory used by the POST formularies. 

* PPPoE MTU minimum allowed value is 128 instead of 256 bytes. 

* Fixed some bugs in the ARQ Feedback message handling. 

* Fixed bug in ARQ module that causes the ARQ machine to be stalled and, as a                 

consequence, the user traffic was stopped temporarily. 

* In the LAN page of the CPE simplified web, if PPPoE was enabled and               

connected, the link information of the ethernet was shown twice and the            

Javascript was broken. 


